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Abstract 

Water shortages are one of the world's biggest issues. In India, the fact that agriculture is one of 

the main markets makes this condition worse. According to 2012 stats, India has 35.12% of the 

total irrigated soil. This work is aimed at reducing the use of water for water irrigation and 

improving crop quality. We suggested to this effect a context-conscious irrigation network 

wireless sensor systems. Over the years, the significance of environment monitoring systems and 

sensor systems has grown. However, the rise of measuring points means that installation and 

maintenance costs are increased. The measuring points can be tedious to move in the future once 

they have been constructed and installed.  The paper presents a system called' IOT-based Smart 

Irrigation,' capable of providing intelligent preprogrammed surveillance of agricultural 

circumstances. This multi-sensor system monitors the respective environmental parameters, such 

as soil humidity, rain and humidity, continually. These context settings are used to manually and 

automatically regulate the irrigation system as well as to adapt it. 
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Introduction 

The IoT has received considerable attention both in academia and business over the previous 

decade [1] [2] [4]. The primary reasons for this concern are the IoT's capacities. It promises to 

build a universe in which all objects around us are attached to the internet and interact with each 

other with minimal human interference. It also called intelligent objects [3]. 

The Internet of Things makes it possible to connect individuals and things everytime and everyw

here with anybody, ideally with any path / network and any service [5]. 
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Fig. IOT  

Working 

Automated sensing and wireless transmission of information is the working principle of this 

paper.moisture sensor modules  are used to detect the existence of water or moisture in the soil. 

The sensor performance is analogous, depending on the level of humidity in the ground. 

A Digital Analog Converter (ADC) is provided with the analog sensor output. The ADC will 

sample this signal and transform it into the relevant digital values. The microcontroller will then 

receive this value and then the micro-controller decides whether or not this process is carried out 

accordingly, when to start and stop the pump engine. 

We use a precipitation sensor, if the motor is activated when it rains so that it leans towards the 

waste water, so that it can easily be handled with a rain sensor when the sensor rains are found. T

his system uses realtime sensor data to minimize waste of water used in the irrigation process. Th

e sensor sends the motor off to the micro-controller.  

At the same time, all of the sensor values are updated in the IOT, which helps to track our design

ed system and helps to improve farm productions. 

Conclusion 

A wireless network of sensors  is introduced based on the soil level surveillance scheme to 

regulate the accessible water flow in the tube. Process requires of the soil tracking system and 
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analysis of those issues with the current surveillance scheme. The networking irrigation, 

transmission and display scheme can be implemented quickly by this device. 
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